Nothing is sacred in Brad Spence's austerely satirical show, "Philosophy Minor." Five airbrushed paintings of philosophy book covers encircle the gallery like a kitsch mausoleum of thought. On each poster-size image, Spence has reproduced the proportion, color, and design of the original, but has removed all of the text, exposing a naked-looking sampling of art history. He pokes fun at art, philosophy, and even his apparent vehicle, revisionism.

Scanning the five different styles of imagery, a viewer could mistake Spence's paintings as color separations of exhibition posters for the Metropolitan Museum of Art: Classical Sculpture of Antiquity, Bio-morphic Abstraction, and Neo-Geo Painting. Like a Rolling Stones song turned into muzac, the original work of art is vaguely recognizable in these tastefully institutionalized images used in the service of hack de-Deleuze and Guattari's Thousand Plateaus. Whether or not you know the actual books to which Spence's paintings refer, the images become illustrations of the titles' philosophical catch phrases. In Theory of Ethics, the abstract image anthropomorphizes under the influence of the title: on a field of white, a bunch of vertical red lines wobble uncertainly over a thick band of black. A Giacometti sculpture of a lone man illustrates Irrational Man, striding toward the edge of the steel gray rectangle of the cover. We are adept at reading art as an illustration of a philosophy. In deleting the text from his images, Spence calls up our Pavlovian responses to image-text relationships, and then turns them on their ear: Instead of focusing on the ideas of the texts, or the art on their covers, he looks at the pedestrian manifestation of both.

Spence's project mimics a third conjure the canon of painting.

In accordance with the role philosophy books play in popular life—in contrast to, say, Campbell's soup cans—Spence presents the packaging of philosophy texts separately from the name of the product. In so doing, he circumvents our knee-jerk belief that ideas are immune to packaging, that the images attached to ideas are incidental to their true meanings. The fact that we don't use philosophy books everyday sets a seesaw between recognition and forgetting in motion, and emphasizes the obscurity and value of the texts themselves. Surprisingly, the guessing-game Spence throws us into reveals just how inexplicably entwined words and images are. His pictures of objects recall actual experiences of individual books; dog-eared copies banging around students' satchels, traveling in milk crates with every move, and temporarily resting on the shelves of used bookshops. As in a dream, we encounter Spence's larger-than-lifesize philosophy book covers wordless and beautified, as familiar friends whose names we have forgotten.

Ingrid Calame is an artist and writer who lives in Los Angeles.
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